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â€œLighthouses are a reflection of the human spirit and a mirror to our past.â€•â€”from the

IntroductionNo symbol is more synonymous with Wisconsinâ€™s rich maritime traditions than the

lighthouse. These historic beacons conjure myriad notions of a bygone era: romance, loneliness,

and dependability; dedicated keepers manning the lights; eerie tales of haunted structures and

ghosts of past keepers; mariners of yesteryear anxiously hoping to make safe haven around rocky

shorelines. If these sentinels could talk, imagine the tales they would tell of ferocious Great Lakes

storms taking their toll on vessels and people alike.In this fully updated edition of Wisconsin

Lighthouses, Ken and Barb Wardius tell those tales, taking readers on an intimate tour of

lighthouses on Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, and Lake Winnebago. Both delightful storytellers and

accomplished photographers, the couple complement their engaging text with more than 100

stunning color photographs, along with dozens of archival photos, maps, documents, and artifacts.

Detailed â€œhow to get thereâ€• directions, up-to-the-minute status reports on each light, and

sidebars on everything from lighthouse vocabulary to the often lonely lives of lightkeepers make this

the definitive book on Wisconsinâ€™s lighthouses.
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As fans of lighthouses my family and I have often pulled off the road to get a view, take a picture

and just enjoy the scenery. As we leave we often wonder what stories are encased in their walls,

why was it built here and what role has it played in its community? "Wisconsin Lighthouses"



answers those questions and more.Authors Ken and Barb Wardius start with an introduction to

lighthouses, their origins, terminology, the lenses that focus their beams, the keepers who have

maintained them and the agencies that have regulated them. They then take the reader on a guided

tour, from lighthouse to lighthouse, along the Lakes: Superior, Winnebago and Michigan. Each

lake's geography is explained as well as the histories of the communities that the lights served. The

pages about the Fresnel lens and the uses of lightships answered questions that I had often

pondered.Every featured lighthouse has its own section that tells its history, its people, its lens and

any unique features it may have to share. Each one ends with a current status: whether active or

not, the type of lens now used and the color and frequency of its beam, whether or not hit has a fog

horn, who maintains it, whether it is on a list of Historic Places and finally, directions to get to it.This

is an oversized book with charming narrative and beautiful pictures, the current in vibrant colors and

the antique in black and white. We have often visited Wisconsin Lighthouses and I enjoyed reading

about those we have seen. Now I feel that I need to go back, with the book, to more thoroughly

appreciate what I have merely savored. I now know where to get the best look at Old Bailey's

Harbor Light and how to compare the lights that are twins, or at least close relatives.
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